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A Soffietto Book

for Helen



first spring day
a man repairs
the kissing bridge



nothing to do
I follow footprints
in the snow

heatwave—
he paints his fence
a paler blue



brushing the tangles
out of a blind girl’s hair—
autumn sunset

end of spring
a memory is lost
to the breeze

sultry evening—
the deaf couple
are arguing again



gathering storm—
a lone surfer
treads across the rocks

screens glowing
in the internet café—
autumn dusk



suicide spot—
his tyre tracks
fill with rain

the blind man
crossing the street
into the sun



heavy thoughts
I sink deeper
into the bath

wedding anniversary—
she arranges lilies
in a broken vase

drawing round
a coffee stain—
long afternoon



 sheep back
from shearing—
   spring breeze

midday heat a brothel window opens



migrating geese—
her scent finally
gone from my pillow

morning mist:
the gardener whistles
in a minor key



siesta:
the stray dog
chasing his tail

easter sunday—
the church door left
slightly ajar

slowly she brushes
her long black hair—
snow still falling



afternoon drizzle
the driving instructor
swaps sides

news of a murder—
a warm breeze blows
across my back



summer dusk:
my neighbour sings
to his roses

leaving town
the empty tanker
catches the sun

spring waterfall—
I shake a petal
from the acoustic guitar



seeds rising
   into the sky—
 burial day

afternoon heat—
grass cuttings slip
through the rake



deepening winter he listens to her womb

cutting out pictures
  from an old calendar . . .
    autumn drizzle

winter solstice
I kiss the scars
on her wrist



clear spring sky
the loops & curls
of her handwriting

sunset—
a pair of horses
facing the surf

a beautiful scent
has led me
to a cliff-edge
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the kissing bridge is the debut collection of Stephen
Toft, one of the finest talents among the new

generation of British haiku poets.

“. . . poems of subtlety, emotional complexity

and existential purity.”

—Martin Lucas
author of Stepping Stones: a way into haiku

“Currents of tenderness and danger twine through
the deeply felt haiku in the kissing bridge, touching

love, loss, the ordinary, and the exceptional. These

are finely wrought poems, powerful in their com-
pression. I expect to return often to them.”

—Peggy Willis Lyles

author of To Hear the Rain
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